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• Gain a better understanding of the “still COVID-
19 vaccine hesitant” audience, including 
whether the previously uncovered barriers to 
vaccine acceptance have shifted

• Explore which messaging territories, if any, are 
effective at motivating COVID-19 vaccine 
hesitants to reconsider their position and 
which types of delivery mechanisms (explainer 
video, personal anecdotes, facts, etc.) might be 
most persuasive
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SIMILAR BARRIERS TO VACCINATION REMAIN

• Concerns about the speed of roll-out of the vaccines
• Questions about unknown long-term side effects
• Feeling young and not at risk
• Distrust in government and pharma companies
• Feeling they’re being pressured/coerced
• Lack of FDA approval
• Misinformation

Some Black/African American respondents specifically called out the idea that pharma 
companies would not be held liable for any deaths/side effects due to the vaccine as evidence 
of why the pharma companies, and the vaccines as a result, shouldn’t be trusted



NEW BARRIERS ARE EMERGING

• COVID news fatigue

o People think they’ve got a handle on their scenarios and for the most part aren’t searching for 

information or tuning it out

• Breakthrough cases make people pause

o Makes them consider the worth of getting vaccinated if they’re still at risk of getting COVID and 

passing it on to others

• Most others (including loved ones) are vaccinated

o Less reason to get it as they don’t want to take on vaccine risks or belief that they don’t need it

• Doctor hesitancy or lack of recommendation

o Many state that their doctors aren’t recommending the vaccine to them, with some doctors even 

questioning the vaccine or the pandemic in general

For “Open but Uncertain”, complacency is key barrier; For “Skeptical,” it’s distrust of information



FACTORS MAKING PEOPLE MORE CONSIDER VACCINATION

• The Delta variant
• For many, especially those more complacent, the Delta variant changes their 

risk/benefit calculation by driving urgency

• First-hand experience

• The pandemic is hitting closer to home for many, opening their eyes to the 

potential severity of the disease. 



MOTIVATING MESSAGING TACTICS

• Personal stories with relatable people

o Increases believability and actualizes the threat to themselves

o Guilt and regret when placed within storytelling context can be powerful and side-step 

“fear tactic” response

• Visualizations of data

o Sometimes the #/%s aren’t enough – It’s how they come to life that can greatly affect 

reception 

o For visual learners – Help contextualize the problem in more understandable way

o Harder for people to dispute or dismiss something in this form than in text format

Combining both emotional and data-driven reasoning is most compelling argument



CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE PATH FORWARD

• Help people understand that it’s not a question of if, but when you are exposed. 
And when that happens, get them thinking about how protected they will be.

• Lead with the new news of the Delta variant 

• Depict data/concepts in simple, easily relatable terms and/or visually

• Share stories of those affected by COVID

• Highlight those perceived to be at “low-risk,” healthy, and having held similar 
views/barriers

• Share anecdotes about long COVID symptoms and affect on daily life, or those 

suffering themselves or with unvaccinated loved ones in the hospital



ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

• Pull away from “get back to these moments” 
• Many are already back to these moments, while others feel getting back to 

these moments aren’t as feasible given the Delta variant/new restrictions

• “It’s ok to have questions” → “There’s a lot of information. Get the latest facts at…”

• Acknowledge the information overload and provide solution/website with latest 

information
• Opportunity to underscore the seriousness of the virus (without feeling like a fear 

tactic) through storytelling



IN SUMMARY – OUR NEW KEY MESSAGES

Act Now Get the Protection The Vaccines Are Safe

The Delta variant is dangerous – and 
more than twice as contagious than 
the original COVID-19 virus.

Don’t wait. The vaccines give you 
protection against the Delta variant.

Vaccines provide strong protection 
against serious illness and death from 
COVID-19. 

COVID is now putting people of all ages 
in the hospital – not just the elderly or 
those with underlying health issues.

FDA has fully approved a COVID 
vaccine / There’s now an option that’s 
fully approved by the FDA.* 

Join the more than 170 million 
Americans (and 96% of doctors) who’ve 
been safely vaccinated. 

Serious side effects are extremely 
unlikely. 

*Avoid with parents since still EUA for 
ages 12-15 


